
Pool Manager Meeting 

 

 

 Problems...do we have any problems from last year that need 

to be cleared up? 

 If we have a problem, what is the proper procedure to fix it? 

 Who is the contact person to get the pool itself fixed? Water 

too hot or cold in the morning? 

 What are the expectations from the pool manager of our 

team/coaches/managers? 

 What is the expectation of the coaches for the pool manager? 

 What is the expectation of the team manager for the pool 

manager? 

 Home meets: who will guard and manage the pool? 

 Does the pool manager have the current schedule? 

 Do we have guards for the first week of practice? 

 Who will have keys to the pool and gates? Check them out 

and in with the pool manager. 

 Back area of concessions: clean up? 

 Two certified guards MUST be on deck at all times. The 

coaches are certified but if one is gone who will cover? If a 

lifeguard is covering, the team will need to pay the guard, it 

probably should come out of the pay of the coach being cov-

ered. Let the pool manager know if you need a guard for any 

practice after the first week. 
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 If we have a problem, what is the proper procedure to fix it? 

 Who is the contact person to get the pool itself fixed? Water too hot 

or cold in the morning? 

 What are the expectations from the pool manager of our team/

coaches/managers? 

 Team is responsible for following the pool rules. 

 Team should clean up the deck following practices, ie lost and found, 

garbage, chairs put away. 

 Coaches are responsible for the closing for the evening practices and 

the openings during the morning practices. 

 Swim team has the pool for evening practices before school is out 

from 7-9 pm Monday - Thursday.  

 Swim team has the pool from 6:45 –9:45 am Monday - Thursday 

during the summer until swim team season ends. 

 Swim team has the pool for Home Meets starting at 4:00 the day of 

the meet. 

 If the team wants to use the pool any other time (parties, private les-

sons, clinics, Fridays) they must make arrangements with the pool 

manager. 
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